
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is the Knesset being irradiated by microwaves? 
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Even though most politicians know nothing about the effects of the radiation caused by new 
technologies, during the last few years they have begun to pay a heavy price in terms of their own health. 
Faced with the statistics on cancer cases among the members and personnel of the Knesset, the Israeli 
government has just contracted a specialist company to analyse and measure the artificial microwave 
radiation emitted by the radio frequencies in the parliament building. 

 
 
 
 
 

The government publishes the evidence at last 
 

The government is questioning the possible link between a 
series of cancer cases in the Knesset and the microwave 
radiation coming from the many relay antennas and other 
sophisticated technology systems in the building. This concern 
has been aroused by the number of cases of cancer among the 
present or former members of the Knesset, but it is the recent 
death of the deputy שטרן יורי (Yuri Stern) that has focused 
attention on the possible dangers of the situation.  

The Knesset building 

This coincidence of cases is disturbing, because it has been noted that almost all the members and staff who have 
contracted cancer spent several years working in the same part of the building. 
 
 

 .spokesperson for the Knesset, explained the situation: "We are taking all this very seriously (Giora Fordes) פורדס גיורא
It's true, during these last few years the deputies who have cancer were all sitting next to each other in the same 
place." This situation often arises where radiation is coming from a wireless beam.  
She added: "Since we are not sure of anything we have called in a private specialist company to find out if there really 
is a dangerous level of radiation and if so, to decide what to do about it." 
The company's task will be to carry out a complete survey of the buildings and assess all the sources of 
electromagnetic radiation, not only from the cell phone relay antennas, but also from the transformers, under floor 
heating, electric cables and all the fittings and equipment that emit the electromagnetic fields that might be the cause 
of these cancer cases, leukemia and other symptoms.  

 
 

Is the government taking action now because the 
evidence is so obvious? 
 
 

In fact this problem did not start yesterday, and the Knesset 
staff, who had been suffering for several years from various 
symptoms and pathologies typical of radiation damage from 
microwave radio frequencies, had acquired a sophisticated 
measuring device. When the readings were taken they lodged a 
complaint and a court case was brought through the prosecutor 
 who is well known in the  (Shlomo Shoham) שוהם שלמה ד"עו
Knesset since it was his practice that provided legal advice for 
the Israeli constitution. 
 
 
 
 
 

Is the Knesset building "a microwave oven"? 

One of the Knesset chambers 

Even if the detailed information is classified, the deputies in the Knesset certainly know all about the latest 
technological developments in lethal and non-lethal weapons using microwave energy that are now in the armoury of 
the major armies of the world. [France 5 TV "CHINA-USA: A WAR WITHOUT LIMITS" – HD video Fr] 

However it seems they are only now beginning to realise that the microwaves from the relay antennas hidden in the 
false ceilings of the Knesset building could be endangering their own health and that of their staff.  

In her statement of 20 October 2009, the government spokesperson added reassuringly: "Readings of the 
electromagnetic fields will be taken regularly every two months and tests will start this week. If it is shown that the 
radiation level is high we will correct the situation immediately so that it does not pose a threat to health." 

 
 

 
- EUROPEAN SURVEY  
On the biological and health symptoms experienced by people living close to relay antennas. 
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